The bow and sequential effects in absolute identification are investigated in this paper by following two strategies: (1)Experiments are performed in which sequential dependencies in signal presentations are manipulated, and (2)analyses are conducted (some of which are largely free of model-specific assumptions) which bear directly on the question of the origin of the sequential effects. The main result of the study is that absolute identification performance is greatly improved in a design in which each signal lies close to the preceding signal presented, even though the entire range of signals used is the same as in a random presentation design. This finding is consistent with the attention-band model of Luce, Green, and Weber (1976) and rejects hypotheses that suggest that the variability in the signal representation in absolute identification is a function solely of the range of signals being used. However, nonparametric analyses of sequential response errors show that a plausible assumption concerning the trial. by-trial movement of the attention band provides an incomplete explanation of sequential effects in absolute identification. These results are far better explained in terms of systematic shifts of category boundaries in a Thurstonian model, as suggested by Purks, Callahan, Braida, and Durlach (1980). Experiments are also performed which suggest that memory decay is not the major factor accounting for the bow effect in absolute identification.
As One increases the number of equally spaced signals, and therefore their range, absolute identification performance deteriorates markedly except for the extreme signals (Durlach & Braida, 1969; Weber, Green, & Luce, 1977) . This deterioration evidences itself as a deep bow in a plot of percent correct, or d I, against ordinal signal position. The question is why-both why the deterioration and, given that it occurs, why performance on the extreme signals does not deteriorate as markedly. Durlach and Braida (1969) and Gravetter and Lockhead (1973) have suggested that the deterioration with range has to do with increased variability of the representations of the signals due solely to the increased range. Berliner and Durlach (1973) have suggested that the bow arises because the end signals serve as anchors and that the further a signal is from the nearest end, the more variable its representation. And Luce, Green, and Weber (1976) , largely on the basis of magnitude estimation data, have suggested that both might arise from a mechanism of selective attention in the intensity dimension. Weber, Green, and Luce (1977) reported a number of studies which suggest that both the attention hypothesis and a slightly modified version of the anchors hypothesis are consistent with the data.
There are three aspects to the attention hypothesis. First, when a signal occurs, its representation is less variable if the signal is attended than if not'; this would arise if attention corresponded to a larger neural sample size, but that interpretation is not necessary. Second, attention tends to focus somewhat more on the end signals than elsewhere. As less variability means more accurate performance, a tendency to attend to the end signals is a way to account for the bow. And third, attention tends to focus more on the region of the last signal than elsewhere. We describe these last two hypotheses as tendencies, since neither appears to be a firm rule; indeed, as strict rules they are inconsistent. To the extent that the third hypothesis is correct, sequential effects will occur. That they do occur in absolute identification was demonstrated by Ward and Lockhead (1970) , and subsequently they have been found by others. Purks, Callahan, Braida, and Durlach (1980) have suggested, in contrast to the attention-band hypothesis, that the Thurstonian distributions that represent the signals are unaffected by the location of the previous signal, but that the category boundaries are markedly affected. They partitioned their data by the previous signal and then fit a constantvariance Thurstonian model. The separation between signal distributions was unaffected by the location of the previous signal, but the category boundaries 397 0031-5117/82/110397 -12$01.45/0 -were shifted away from the previous signal. So, for example, if the previous signal was at 50 dB and the next louder signal was at 55 dB, then the boundary between the 50-and 55-dB signals would be located above its average value. Although this analysis casts major doubt upon the third part of the attention explanation, it should be pointed out that the conclusions are somewhat model-dependent. Specifically, Purks et al. assume in their analysis a constant-variance Thurstonian model and allow for the sequential effects to appear only as changes in the locations of the mean scale values or in the boundary values. In contrast, the attention-band model assumes the means and boundaries to be unaffected and the variance to change locally.
To try to untangle these alternatives, two strategies are followed in this paper. One is experimentaltrying to exploit the sequential effects by manipulating the sequential dependencies in the signal presentation. The other is analytical-seeking analyses that are largely free of specific assumptions in order to examine the sequential effects in the data. Nonetheless, these analyses should bear directly on the question concerning the origin of the sequential effects. Are these effects due to reduced variance in the signal representation when the signal is closer to the preceding one, as alleged by the attentionband model, or are they due to changes in the location of the category boundaries?
EXPERIMENT 1
In the first experiment, we exploit the idea that the attention band (reduced variance in the Thurstonian representation), if it exists, tracks the previous signal. The idea is that we can constrain the sequence of signal presentations so that each signal lies close to the immediately preceding one, and yet arrange it so that, in the long run, all signals are presented equally often. More specifically, on each trial we constrain the signal to be the one just presented, the one just above it, or the one just below it, each with probability 1/3, except, of course, for the two end signals (see the Method section). We refer to this as the small-step(3) condition. The sequential constraint in this condition not only causes each signal to be near the preceding one, but also makes them much more predictable a priori, reducing the possible responses from 11 alternatives in the random case to 3 in the small-step one. To disentangle these two effects, we also ran what we refer to as the largestep condition. Here, each signal was, as in the small-step case, one of three adjacent possibilities, and in the long run each signal was presented equally often. However, the three possibilities were always far from the preceding signal rather than near it. We also ran a small-step design with five adjacent n signals centered on the preceding signal in order to see if performance deteriorated appreciably from the small-step(3) condition. This would be expected if the attention band was 10-20 dB wide, as has been estimated previously (Green & Luce, 1974) .
Method
The signals, wide-band noise gated on for 500 msec, were presented binaurally, in quiet, via TDH-39 headphones. The observers, one male and two females, were tested in single-wall sound-treated chambers (lAC-402A). Blocks of 100 trials were run with rests between blocks.
The stimulus set always consisted of II signals spaced at intervals of 5 dB from 40 to 90 dB SPL. In the random condition, successive signals were equally likely and were selected at random, independently of previous choices. In other conditions, Markov transition matrices were used to program the selection of successive signals. In these matrices, the row entry is the index of the previous stimulus, s<n-l), and the column entry is the index of the present stimulus, s<n). The large-step and small-step(3) conditions involved diagonal bands of three adjacent entries of probability 113, with exceptions due to overflow at the end signals. The small-step(5) matrix contained a diagonal band of five adjacent entries of probability liS. In the small-step matrices, the band was centered on the main diagonal. In the small-step(3) matrix, the end signals received entries 2/3,1/3; in the smallstep(5) matrix, the two signals at each end received entries of 2/5,2/5, 1/5 and 2/5,115,1/5,115, respectively. In the largestep matrix, the band was centered on (s<n-I),s<n» pairs (1,6), (2,7), . . . , (5,10), (6,11), (7,1), (8,2), . . . , (11, 5) , with overflow from one end accommodated at the other extreme. For example, the entry that would have been placed in cell (6,12) went in cell (6,1). All these Markov chains have the property that, asymptotically, every stimulus is used equally often.
On successive days in 3-day cycles, the observers completed between 600 and 800 trials in the random, sma1l-step(3), and large-step conditions, for a total of approximately 4,000 trials in each condition. Following this, approximately 1,500 trials were run in the small-step(5) condition. After these data were collected, it occurred to us that because the constraints of the large-step matrix might be more difficult for our observers to remember than those of the small-step(3) matrix, the large-step condition, as run, might fail to reduce response uncertainty in the way intended. Indeed, two of our observers were using a substantial number of responses which were impossible under the constraints of the matrix. Therefore, an additional 4,000 trials of large-step data were collected in which the three possible responses for each trial were printed on the terminal prior to the trial. It is these data that are presented below.
At the beginning of each block of trials, the ascending sequence of intensities was played twice. During these presentations, the identity of each signal was printed on the terminal. The observers were instructed to use the numbers from I (softest) through 11 (loudest) as responses to the signals, and encouraged to respond accurately.
At the beginning of each trial, the word "READY" appeared on the terminal for 500 msec. After the signal was presented, the observer entered a response; the number appeared on the screen and could be corrected prior to its being entered into the computer (PDP-15). After all observers had responded on a trial, feedback was provided and the next signal was presented following a 500-msec delay.
Observers (5), and large-step conditions will inflate artificially subjects' performance relative to the random-step condition. For example, assume in the small-step(3) condition that stimulus 4 is presented on trial n; if stimulus 5 is then presented on trial n + 1, and the subject judges it to be stimulus 6, he or she will still respond 5, since only responses 3, 4, and 5 are possible on that trial. This will increase artificially the percent correct score on stimulus 5, or the estimate of d;.6' In order to circumvent this difficulty, we employ an alternative method of analysis throughout this article. First, an estimate of d{i+I is computed only for that subset of trials in which responses i and i+ I are both available. In particular, the data are partitioned into conditional stimulus-response (S-R) matrices according to the previous signal. Values of d{i+I are then computed from each conditional S-R matrix in which such a computation is possible, and then an overall di',i+1value is computed by averaging each of these conditional di',i+1estimates together.2
For example, in the small-step(3) condition, the overall d~.sis computed by estimating d~.swhen the previous signal was 4 and when the previous signal was 5, and then averaging these together. [In the smallstep(3) condition, responses i and i + 1 are both available on a given trial if and only if the previous signal was either i or i+ 1.] Analogous procedures are used to compute d{i+I in the small-step(5), large-step, and random-step con-. ditions. The reader should note that there are 2 individual estimates of di',i+1in the small-step(3) and large-step conditions, 4 individual estimates of di.i+1 in the small-step(5) condition, and 11 individual estimates of dl,i+1 in the random-step condition which are averaged together to form each overall di.i+1value. The more individual estimates of an overall di.i+1 value there are, the fewer data there are that go into forming each individual di.i+I estimate.
In summary, the conditional method of analysis allows us to compare identification performance among the various conditions directly, free from contamination by the constraints on responses inherent in the sequentially constrained cond,itions.
Results and Discussion Figure 1 displays the values of di.i+1 as a function of signal i for each procedure: random, small step(3), small step(5), and large step.J These were computed from one grand S-R matrix obtained by cumulating the data of all subjects, each subject having shown a similar pattern of results. The large-step data are from the condition in which the display indicated the three response alternatives for each trial; these data are virtually indistinguishable from those collected when the alternatives were not explicitly displayed.
As is readily observed, sensitivity in the smallstep(3) condition is vastly greater than that in the random-step condition. Sensitivity in the smallstep(5) condition is substantially inferior to that in the small-step(3) condition, but is still clearly superior to the random-step performance. Sensitivity in the large-step condition is slightly, but consistently, below that obtained in the random-step condition. Each of these results is consistent with the hypothesis of an attention band, about 10-20 dB wide, which tends to track the last signal presented.
These data undercut both of the hypotheses that suggest that variability in the signal representation is a function solely of the range of signals being used. The range in each of the conditions is identical, with only the sequential dependencies in the signal presentations being manipulated, yet sensitivity in each condition is characteristically different. One might try to save the range hypothesis by arguing that the source of the effect is the range of potential signals on each trial, but this will not do because that range is equally narrow in the large-step and small-step(3) cases. Or one might try to save it by saying it is the range between successive trials that is relevant; but this becomes difficult to distinguish from the emphasis placed by the attention-band theory on the importance of sequential dependencies among signals.
Since data on absolute identification often are reported as percent correct, we show in Figure is revealing.The first of the two most salient differencesis seen in the relation betweenthe random and large-stepdata: In the conditional d' analysisof Figure 1, the large-step function lies below the random one, whereasthe opposite is true in the percent correct measure computed from the cumulative judgment matrix. This is clear evidencethat the artificial inflation due to response restrictions of percent correct (or of d') computed from the cumulativematrix is not an idle concern. The second difference concerns the bowing in the data. According to the conditional d' representation, all of the conditions appear to producethe same amount of bowing, with the curves simply displaced vertically. In contrast, the percent correct representation suggests less bowing for the small-step(3)condition than for either the random or large-step ones. The apparent flattening is, at least in part, a ceiling effect of the probability measure.
The fact that, in terms of conditional d' , the effect of the experimental manipulations is simply to displace the bow suggests that different mechanisms may underlie the bow and the sequential effects in these absolute identification tasks. This is not a necessary conclusion, however. For example, the attention band may tend to track the last signal presented, and in addition have a special propensity to move towards the extremes of the intensity range. Another source of concern to us is that the d:o,1I estimate in the small-step condition is based on response probabilities that approach unity. The d' analysis assumes a very specific distribution function, namelythe Gaussian. This may be a rather poor approximation in the tails of the actual distribution of the underlyingdecisionvariable. Wesimplydo not know enough to be confident of its accuracy,and, as Wandell and Luce (1978) have demonstrated, one's conclusions can be altered radically by using other plausibledistributionswhichdiffer from the Gaussian mainly in the tails. We prefer to remain cautious, therefore, regarding any final conclusions or inferences concerning the magnitude of the bow effect across the various conditions. Discriminationstrategy hypothesis.One possibility that must be considered is that the subjects' improved performance on the small-stepprocedure was due to their use of an alternative strategy-a strategy that is not absolute identification in the usually understood sense. As stated previously, on any given trial in the small-step(3)schedule, the stimulus was equally likely the one just presented, the one just above it, or the one just below it. Thus, instead of engagingin an absolute identification of the signals, the subjects could have simply been performing a modified discrimination task in which they judged whether the signal on trial n + 1 was softer than, the sameas, or louder than the signalon trial n. Their responses on trial n + 1 would then be based on the feedbacktheyhad receivedon the prior trial n. For example, if signal 5 had been presented on trial nand the subject judged the signal on trial n + 1 to be louder, he or she would simply respond 6. It is possible, then, that subjects' improved performance in the small-step(3)designwas due solelyto the fact that they wereable to use a discriminationstrategy.
The discrimination strategy hypothesis receives some support in Figure 3 in which we compare performance on the small-step(3) procedure with performance on the random schedule conditionalized upon prior signal. The solid line corresponds to the d{,i+lvalues in the random schedule when the prior signal was either i or i + 1. As before, separate d' values were computed for each prior signaland then averaged together. (The difference betweenthis procedure and the one used to estimate d{,i+ 1in Figure1 is that we averaged over all 11 previous signals in Figure 1 ). The dashed line corresponds to the d{,i+l values for the small-step(3)schedule when the prior signal was (necessarily)i or i + 1. (This is the same curve as that presented in Figure 1 .) As is readilyobserved, performance on the small-step(3)scheduleis markedly superior to the random-step performance even when one restricts attention to exactlythe same one-trial sequential dependencies. This result supports the hypothesis that subjects' improvedsensitivityin the small-stepdesignwas due to theiruse of a discrimination strategy which was not used in the random-step design.
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. SMALLSTEP (5) .. LARGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SIGNAL i Figure 3 . Values of~'i+l for each signal pair in the small-step (3) condition, the random condition when previous signal is near, and the random condition when previous signal is far.
Intuitive and plausible as the discrimination strategy hypothesis may be, experimental evidence suggests that it is not correct. In a follow-up experiment, Nosofsky (in press) tested the hypothesis explicitly-subjects were required simply to discriminate successive signals embedded in a random-step design rather than actually to identify them. Thẽ ubjects' ability to resolve adjacent signals was virtually unchanged from their performance in a random-step identification condition, and was far worse than their resolution performance in a smallstep(3) identification condition. Thus, even if subjects engaged in the hypothesized discrimination strategy in the small-step(3) condition, their superior performance in that condition must be due to something more than the opportunity to pursue that strategy. We turn, therefore, to an account of the results presented above in terms of attention bands.
Attention-band hypothesis. Suppose that attention tends to focus more in the region of the last presented signal than elsewhere, but that the shifting of the band is probabilistic, rather than strict. It is plausible that the probability that the band shifts fully to the location of the last presented signal is higher when it has a relatively short distance to move. Such a situation is guaranteed in the small-step design but not in the random-step design, in which case one should see a substantial increase in d I, as observed.
If, however, attention does tend to track the previous signal, one should observe at least some improvement in identification performance in the randomstep design when the previous signal is near the current d' pair over performance when the previous signal is far. In Figure 3 , we have plotted overall d I --.
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values for each signal pair contingent on the prior stimulus being at least two steps away from the closer signal in the pair (dotted line). For example, the overall d~.sis computed by averaging the d~.svalues obtained when the prior signal was 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, or 11. As can be seen in the graph, there is a small, but consistent, tendency for the d{.i+1values to be larger when the previous signal was i or i + 1 rather than when it was at least two signals away. This result is significant by a Wilcoxon test [W(IO)=6.5, p < .05, nondirectional].4 In sum, our random-step data lead us to conclude that there is some, albeit slight, improvement in identification performance measured in d' when the prior signal is near rather than far from the current signal judged. This result is in accord with the hypothesis of an attention band which tracks the prior signal in probabilistic fashion. It is in direct contrast to the result obtained by Purks et at., but draws support from the results of Siegel (1972) . Nevertheless, it is a small effect and, as we now show, the shifting category boundaries found by Purks et at. are much more important as a source of sequential effects in the random-step data. Shifting category boundaries. To review, Purks et at. found that following the presentation of a given signal, all category boundaries were shifted away from that signal. That is, all category boundaries located above the signal were shifted above their average values and all category boundaries located below the signal were shifted below their average values. We have expressed concern that the model they employ in deriving this result assumes constantvariance stimulus distributions and allows sequential effects to appear only as changes in the means of these distributions or as shifts of the category boundaries. The attention-band model, on the other hand, does not assume constant-variance stimulus distributions, and views sequential effects as resulting from local changes in variance.
We want, therefore, if at all possible, a scheme for analyzing the data that bears directly on the question quite independently of the adequacy of any model. Consider the following analysis. Let P(R\~l I Sfn), s1n-l~be the probability of responding on trial n that the signal is believed to have been i + 1, Rf~)I' when, in fact, it is Si and given that the signal on the preceding trial was Sj. And let p(Rf~~I Sfn),sjn-I~be the other one-step error probability under the same conditions. The attention model says that both of these probabilities of error are smaller when i is close to j than when i is far from j. By previous estimates, the transition from smaller to larger should be in the neighborhood of 10-20 dB. This prediction is shown in Figure 4 . In contrast, if the distributions remain the same, but the boundaries shift away from the location of the previous signal, we should have the pattern shown in Figure 5 The data from the random-step condition, shown in Figure 6 , are averaged over signals 3 to 9 and over subjects in order to have adequate sample sizes. An examination of the subjects separately and of the intermediate signals separately showed no substantial differences from the average plot. These values for end signals I and 2 are essentially flat at about .1S and for 10 and 11 are flat at about .10. As is easily seen, the data are similar to Figure S , not to Figure 4 , thereby supporting the shifting boundary idea. The hypothesis of an attention band located at the previous signal is simply inadequate to account for these sequential effects. Table 1 presents a similar analysis for the largestep data, segregated according to whether the jump was up (S(o-f) < S(o» or down (S(o-I) > S(o». We excluded from this analysis those trials in which the current signal, S(o), was equal to either 1 or 11. The left panel presents the analysis for trials in which the jump was up. Given that signal i was presented on trial n -I, then, when the middle potential signal, i + S, is selected for presentation on trial n, the onestep error probabilities are .18 and .21, whereas in the other two cases, the (necessarily) one-sided onestep error probabilities are twice as large. The same pattern is evident in the right panel, which presents the analysis for the trials in which the jump was down. Assuming symmetric and identical Thurstonian distributions for the three signals, this means that, in terms of shifting category boundaries, the boundaries are displaced away from the middle possible signal, and are not displaced away from the previous signal, as was found in the random case.
In Table 2 , we analyze the response errors for the small-step(3) data. When the previous signal is repeated, the one-step error probabilities are .09 and .10, whereasfor the other two cases, the (necessarily) one-sided error rate is some SO%greater. Assuming identical and symmetric Thurstonian distributions for the three signals, one may conclude from the small-step data either that the boundaries are displaced away from the signal presented on the previous trial, as in the random condition, or that they are displaced away from the middle possibility on the current trial, as in the large-step condition. This is because, in the small-step(3) condition, the middle possibility and the previous signal are always the same.
We have included in the Appendix a summary of the individual criterion shifts measured in d' units for the interested reader.
Summary. In sum, the attention-band hypothesis by itself gives at best an incomplete explanation of sequential effects in absolute identification. The pat-- Purks et al. (1980) . Category boundaries are pushed a"ay from the lut sIgnal presented. Bottom panels: PredIctions of the sequential one-step response errors under the rule for shIfting category boundaries sho"n above. tern of one-step sequential response errors observed is far better explained in terms of shifting category boundaries in a Thurstonian model, although we know of no rule that characterizes these shifts across experimental designs. The results of the various experimentsdo lend support, however, to the attention-band model as at least a partial explanation of absolute identification performance. Subjects' vastlyimprovedperformance in the small-step(3) design strongly supports the attention-band theory, and the resultsobtained in the small-step(S)and large-step conditions are also consistent with its prediction. In addition, the slightly improved performance in the random-step design when the previous signalis near rather than far from the current signal also supports a model in which attention tends to track signal presentations probabilistically.
In the remainder of the article, weexaminein more detail the potential role that memory may have played in the various absolute identification experiments.
EXPERIMENT 1
A hypothesis based on memory rather than on attention or variable category boundaries was suggested to us by Marilyn Shaw. She argued that, on each trial, the subject searches his or her memory for the most recent trial on which the signal was near the current presentation. The two representations are compared and a response is selected to accord with 
Response
Response the feedback given on the earlier trial. Note that it is usual in the random-step condition and inevitable in the large-step condition for the subject to have to reach several trials into the past for a relevant case. If, as everyonebelieves,representationsin short-term memory deteriorate over time, then the subject is forced to deal with a degradedrepresentationin these conditions. In contrast, in the small-step case it is always sufficient to work with the representation from the precedingtrial. If passageof time betweenpresentationsof signals of similar intensity is all that is important, then performance in the small-stepprocedure should deteriorate to the level of that observed in the large-step procedure, provided the delays between relevant signal presentations are made comparable. To check this, we used the large-step schedule but presented only those signals that fulfilled the small-step constraints, omitting all presentations of other signals. However, since the whole procedure is paced by the subjects' responses,we had to build in some time to correspond to responsesto the lost signals.There are various waysthis might havebeen done; weelectedto do it by yoking together two subjects, the one run in the large-stepdesignand the other receivingonly the subset of trials fulfillingthe small-stepcondition. We call this latter condition "yoked smallstep(3)."
It should be noted prior to reporting the results that, by itself, this experiment could not be definitive. If performance failed to deteriorate to the level of large steps, a memory theorist could argue that, during these pure delays, the observer engaged in some form of rehearsal. And if performance did deteriorate, an attention theorist could argue that attention might wander over long periods during which nothing was happening. A category boundary theorist could argue that the variance of the boundary locations increased with time. Nonetheless, the experimentneeded to be run to see which alternative neededfurther investigationand amplification.
Method
The signal set and the apparatus were the same as in Experiment I.
In each block of trials, one observer responded to I00 signals presented under the constraints of the large-step transition matrix described for Experiment I. The other observer received only that subset of the signals which fulfilled the constraints of the smallstep(3) transition matrix. In other words, both observers received the first trial in each block, the selection of which was unconstrained. Then the signal sequence generated according to the large-step transition matrix was presented to the one observer, and it was also monitored so that whenever a signal arose which differed by a small step from the signal last heard by the other observer, it was presented to that observer. Although most frequently only a single large-step trial intervened between successive smallstep trials, on rare occasions up to 24 large-step trials intervened. On average, the small-step observer received 27 trials to the largestep observer's 100 trials.
Two female observers, neither of whom had participated in Experiment I, completed about 10 blocks of trials per day. For 4~(!) YOKED SMALL STEP (3) .. LARGE each observer, data were collected in the large-step condition during one half of each session and in the small-step condition during the other, with the order reversed from day to day. Because we accumulated large-step data much faster than small-step data, it was necessary to run approximately 6,SOOlarge-step trials for each observer to yield data on 1,7S0 yoked small-step trials.
For each observer on each of her trials, the set of responses possible for that trial under the constraints of the appropriate matrix were printed on the terminal. Otherwise, the procedure and structure of trial blocks was as described for Experiment I.
Resultsand Discussion
Since the patterns of performanceof the two subjects were similar, the results shownin Figure 7 are cumulated over subjects. The methodof analysiswas as in Experiment I. Sensitivityin the yoked smallstep(3) condition is clearly superior to that of the same subjects in the large-step condition. We may conclude that the observed level of performance in the large-step procedure is due to something more than time since the most recentpresentation of a signal of intensity similar to that of the current signal.
We also wish to note that we collected data from these same subjects in a standard small-step(3)condition and that, if anything, their performance in the yoked condition was superiorto their performancein the standard condition. We conclude that mere delays between signal presentations do not contribute substantiallyto performancedifferencesamong conditions using our experimentalparadigm.
EXPERIMENT 3
In this final experiment, we explore the possibility that much of the effect on memory has to do with intervening signals. One way to approach that would be somehow to fill the intervening time with some-, ..
... thing to block rehearsal. An alternative, however, is to place under very close control how far into the past the observer must search for a nearby signal.
Method
Everything was as in Experiment I, except for the nature of the sequential dependencies in the signal presentations. For each number k, one can generate a k-Iagged small-step design as follows. The signal on trial n is chosen at random from among all of the signals simultaneously meeting the following conditions: It shall fulfill the small-step(3) condition for trial n -k, and it shall fail to satisfy that condition for all intermediate trials. For example, for lag 3, suppose S(n-3)=2, S(n-2)=9, and S(n-I)=4; then the possible values for S(n)are I and 2, 3 being ruled out because it meets the small-step(3) condition relative to S(n-I). The program was written to relax these constraints should they prove inconsistent, but that problem did not arise. On each trial, the set of three responses centered around the signal presented on trial n -k appeared on the terminal screen, regardless of whether all of the corresponding signals were eligible to be presented.
One of the subjects from Experiment 2 and three new subjects participated. Approximately 1,900 responses were collected in each lag condition for two of the subjects, and approximately 2,900 responses were collected in each lag condition for the other two subjects. Insofar as was possible, lag conditions I, 2, 3, and 4 were run on successive days in 4-day cycles.
Results and Discussion
The data for lags 1 [which is small step(3)], 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure 8 . Again, we have combined the data of the individual sublects, since their results were similar. There seems to be little or no difference among the last three lags, which suggests that, if decreased sensitivity from the smallstep(3) condition is due to interference with memory, the effect is completely manifest when there is only one intervening signal.
A problem arises, however, in the interpretation of these data. Due to the sequential constraints embodied in the experimental procedure described above, it turns out that signals at higher lags become more and more predictable a priori. It is possible, then, that decaying memory is offset by increased signal predictability to yield equivalent performance across different lags. We therefore seek converging evidence from data we already have available from the random-step condition in Experiment 1. Specifically, we isolate those trials in the random condition which actually satisfy the sequential constraints in the k-Iagged small-step design described above. For example, for lag-3 analysis, we only look at those trials for which signal i is presented on trial n, signal i-I, signal i, or signal i + 1 is presented on trial n -3, and none of these signals are presented on trial n -1 or trial n -2.
The dii+ I values for the four lag conditions are presented in Figure 9 . (Note that the lag 1 condition corresponds to the di,i+I values already plotted in Figure 2 for the random data when the previous signal was i or i + 1.) The results, significant by a creasing lag subsequent to lag 1. The data from the two experiments converge on the conclusion that any memory effects are limited to one intervening trial. A similar conclusion was reached by Siegel (1972) in his study of memory effects in the absolute identification of tone frequencies.
CONCLUSIONS
Our firmest conclusion is that the account of sequentialeffectsin absoluteidentificationin termsof an attention band located in the region of the last presented signal is at best incomplete. Only minor (albeit significant) increases in d' were observed in the random-step condition when the intensity difference betweenthe current signaland the previous one was small as compared with when it was large. Furthermore, the pattern of sequential response errors that was observedis far better explainedin terms of systematic shifts in category boundaries in a Thurstonian model. It is not clear which, if any, rule describes the shift for all cases. For example, a rule that seemsto describe all but the edges of a random schedule-shift each boundary from its average position away from the previous signal-cannot account for the errors observedunder the large-step, sequentially constrained presentation schedule.
There the rule seems to be: Shift both boundaries away from the middle possible signal. We do not have a simple rule to account for the data from both conditions. Despitethe failureof the one-trial sequentialtracking hypothesis, the attention-band model remains a viable, if incomplete, explanation of absolute identification performance. The systematicdifferences in the levelsof sensitivityobservedin the conditions of Experiment I-small step(3), small step{S),random step, and large step-support strongly the idea of an attention band, about 10-20dB wide, which tends to locate itself in that region of the intensity continuum from whichsignalshave been recentlyand repeatedly presented. We need to learn a good deal more, however, about the factors that control the band's location. Among those that may be significantare the intensity differencebetweensuccessivesignalpresentations, the degree of signalclustering, and subject expectancies.
In any case, the resultsobservedin the sequentially constrained conditions undercut hypotheses which suggest that the variability in the signal representation is a function solelyof the range of signals being used, sincethe range in each of these conditions was identical. The possibilitythat the range betweensuccessivesignal presentations is the relevant factor remains as an issuefor further investigation.
The possiblerole of memorylimitationson performance in the various experimentalconditionswas investigated in several ways. First, the conditional d' analysis applied to the random-step data of Experiment I is relevant to hypothesesthat emphasize the memory retention interval. That d' in the randomstep condition was only slightlybetter than average when the previoussignalwas, at most, one step away from the current signal makes any hypothesis based solely on the memory retention interval difficult to defend. Second, simple time delay between signal presentations of similar intensitywas shownto have, at best, minor effects in Experiment 2. Finally, in Experiment 3, we showed that any performance deficits caused by interpolating signals of dissimilar intensity between signals of similar intensity were manifest completely in just one intervening trial.
Concerning the bow in absolute identification data, we remain unsure of its source. Limited attentional resources is still a possibility. To account for the bow, it is sufficient merely to place more of the resources on the ends of the range than in the middle, which is equivalent to saying, in the Thurstonian model, that the variances of the end signals are smaller than those of the middle ones. But that, by itself, fails to account for the fact that performance with a fIXednumber of equally spaced signals does not improve nearly as much with increasing range as the Thurstonian model predicts. That finding requires all variances to grow, or distances to diminish, with range, but there must be some deeper explanation for this. After all, the peripheral neural representation of a signal is almost certainly independent of the other signals being used in the experiment, and so, in particular, of the range and of whether a signal is an end one. But, if one thinks of attention as a band in intensity-like a searchlight in the representational space-that tracks signals probabilistically but with some greater tendency towards the ends of the range, then both the bow and range effects make sense. This, however, is the model Kornbrot attempted to fit to data (see Footnote I) but rejected in favor of a singleprocess Thurstonian model. NOTES I. Kornbrot (1980) has attempted to fit a particular nonconstantvariance Thurstonian version of the attention-band model to absolute identification data of Lippmann, Braida, and Durlach (1976) . In particular, she assumed that the ratio of the variances on adjacent signals was a constant, as was true of the special Poisson model studied by Luce, Green, and Weber (1976) . Within that special family of models, she found that the best fit to the data was with no attention bands (a single rather than a dual Thurstonian model) and with equal variances (the ratio of variances of adjacent signals is I). This means that Kornbrot's analysis, albeit exceedingly painstaking, is limited by a rather severe prior constraint which is inherent neither in attention bands nor in nonconstant-variance models. In addition, her analysis does not take into account the existence of sequential effects, which we know to be pronounced. We hope that if the attention ideas are wrong, more direct evidence can be found.
2. Within each S-R matrix, the method used to compute each di.i+1pair is as follows. Whenever stimulus i + 1 is presented and a . ,.. False Alarm Hitĩ i+l response of i+ I or greater is given, it is considered a "hit," whereas a response of i or less is considered a "miss." Similarly, whenever stimulus i is presented and a response of i + I or greater is given, it is considered a "false alarm," whereas a response of i or less is a "correct rejection." Values of d' are then computed in the usual way. The procedure is summarized in the table above.
An alternative procedure (that employed by Purks et al.) would have been to compute maximum-likelihood estimates of each d' pair simultaneously using a case-V (constant-variance) Thurstonian model. Although such a procedure utilizes all the information in the S-R matrix, it is not a viable approach in the present study due to the response constraints inherent in the small-step and large-step conditions. In addition, we reject the constant-variance assumption made in the model even for the random-step condition.
3. We wish to point out that, since a signal was presented only after all observers had entered a response for the previous trial, the intertrial interval in these experiments was not controlled. Indeed, it seemed to be that subjects' response times were negatively correlated with their performance across conditions. Nevertheless, we believe that the differences in intertrial intervals between conditions accounted for an extremely small proportion of the variance, and that the sequential dependencies were the major determiners of performance. Some evidence to this effect is presented in Experiment 2.
4. Using the Thurstone case-V method of analysis, we find a similar pattern of results that are significant by a Wilcoxon test [W(9)=7, p < .OS,directional (one tie».
-APPENDIX In the following tables we present the criterion shifts in d' units for each signal pair as a function of the previous signal presented for the random-step, small-step(3), and large-step conditions. The method for computing di,i+ I for each signal pair is as described in Footnote 2.
Let Cjdenote the distance of the criterion from the mean of the noise distribution, and let bi denote the criterion shift. The values tabled below are computed by the formula b. =(c..-ti!. 1 /2)1.-11. I .
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